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We are open

We are open for lessons on the range and short game area again but still

not on the course or in the studio currently.

Book your lesson >Book your lesson >

 

 
 

Step out and enjoyStep out and enjoy
An escape that’s full of fun.An escape that’s full of fun.

During this stressful time, with its disruptions both personal and economic,

we need an escape. It’s times like these that a golf course becomes more

than just 18 holes. It becomes a source of comfort and joy.
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“Walking reduces stress, bolsters the immune system and improves

circulation. One round of golf gets you 10,000 steps and several hours of

joy.”

This goes beyond your scorecardThis goes beyond your scorecard
Why not leave your golf bag and scorecard behind? Take a short iron,

wedge and putter and play each hole from 120 yards. No unreachable

greens, doglegs or narrow fairways. Just fresh air and fun. We’re in this

together. If you want to get out and have some fun on the course,

Contact us >Contact us >  

 
 

For the Craftsman.For the Craftsman.
Made by the Craftsman.
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It doesn’t matter the handicap; your scorecard will be significantly

influenced by your control of the ball in the final 80 yards.

 

 

Work on your shorter-game technique. Make sure you have an integrated

‘wedge set’ – “your scoring clubs”. Play with wedges that make it easier to

control the ball and hit consistent distances. 

The Vokey SM8 Wedges have design features that improve accuracy and

control. There is also a treatment that improves the durability of the

grooves.

Learn more >Learn more >

 

 

 Improve your scoring Improve your scoring
Come and see us and let’s have a look at your scoring clubs, technique, and

short-game performance. How much better could you be?

Contact us >Contact us >
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No more three putts.No more three putts.
Could this be why you slipped by?

 

The face angle of your putter at contact has between 80 and 95% influence

on the launch direction of your putt. That means a tiny error could cause

you to slip by the hole, even with great tempo. When the face has such a

huge impact on your putting accuracy, we need to square that face.

 



 

Club path also affects accuracy, albeit less than face angle. For instance, if

you have a slightly closed face angle but an in-to-out path, you could still

launch the ball straight. Other factors to consider are lie angle and

contact point. There’s a lot going on here, that’s why it’s best to get your

putter fitted for your stroke and setup.

 



Share 

 

This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Martyn Peacock and is provided

as a service for the members and guests of Wyboston Golf Studio and has been

supported and sponsored by advertisers in this email and our partner suppliers. For

any queries contact us on 01480 223004.
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